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01.  Executive Summary
Connected Decision Intelligence

● Vivino’s core business data collection and process is extremely 
manual. The goal is to have a tool which standardizes and automates 
the core processes in the value chain across all countries. 

● Peak can deliver a forecasting, inventory management, PO 
logging and markdown solution in Phase 1. After this, we can build 
applications specific to inventory, pricing and range at Vivino.

● We see a huge opportunity to help Vivino optimize inventories 
across all regions; massively reducing costs, preventing 
over-indexing and increasing sales by preventing under-indexing.

● This will cost Vivino £390,000 per annum, opening up an 
opportunity of $7.7 - $12.8m+ from inventory cost savings alone.

● A two-year initial partnership, based on automated forecasting, 
inventory optimization, PO logging and intelligent pricing. 

Decision Intelligence for Vivino represents a…

$7.7 - $12.8m+
Opportunity

3Confidential
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We set up Peak to work with businesses like yours
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Decision Intelligence 

is the commercial application of AI 
to enhance business decision making 

to grow revenues and profits.

© 2021 Peak AI Ltd. All Rights Reserved© 2022 Peak AI Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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Global businesses are adopting Decision Intelligence    

Retail & Consumer Goods

Manufacturing Industrial & Construction

Adoption of AI 
recommendations

96%+

100m+
Decisions powered 
daily 🔥 

© 2022 Peak AI Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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Your Objectives
From our conversations so far
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Your goals for 2023 & beyond…
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The challenges you’re currently facing

How we’ve understood them

Manual Data Storage 

There is no common database. 
Alignments in the business process 
are dominated by Google data sheets.

Forecasting

Forecasting is manual. Vivino looks at 
historical run rates and cover on 
previous wines out of spreadsheets. 

Purchase Orders 
Currently raise POs via email and track 
them manually in Google Sheets. 

Pricing Validation
Competitor pricing tracked across 
12,000 websites. Data stored in internal 
system but decisions around start price 
and markdown are made manually. 
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Phase 1 - Forecasting, Inventory Management & PO Log 

Forecasting, 
Inventory & PO

Phase 1a - Markdown

Intelligent 
Markdown

Intelligent Pricing 
and Range 

Vivino requires Peak to automate forecasting for an accurate view of 
demand across the business, giving further visibility to optimize 
inventory held. Also, Peak will create a PO log where Vivino will be 
able to manage and view POs alongside reorder suggestions.

Peak will build an intelligent pricing strategy for Vivino, starting with 
Markdown. This will give Vivino an individual markdown strategy for 
every product that takes into account how demand changes at 
different price points – maximizing profit and reducing manual 
decision making. 

In the longer term, Peak will look to further automate core 
processes, and inform Vivino on an optimal core product 
range accompanied by intelligent initial price points and 
competitor pricing suggestions. 

Phase 2 & 3 - Pricing and Core Range optimization 

Vivino x Peak: Taking a phased approach
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Vivino’s Decision Intelligence

       What this could look like …
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Your business is unique, with its own 
business rules and logic. 

Peak can deliver something bespoke to 
Vivino, within months versus years…

© 2022 Peak AI Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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Peak’s Unique Capabilities
Rapidly deployed agile solutions, across Vivino’s value chain

As business requirements evolve, the 
solution can evolve. This unlocks 

cost-effective adoption across your 
business users.

Cost varies with usage, solution does not 
change.

Rigid solutions, no customization options 
and can’t connect to other business 

systems.

A Peak solution is roughly 80% built and 
20% personalized to Vivino. Fast time to 

delivery, but still fully tailored to you.

Dedicated delivery team, weekly 
check-ins. Team of consultative retail 

experts on hand at all times throughout 
the partnership.

Out of the box, hands-free delivery.

Peak Solution Point Solution

Delivery

Time to Value

Price & Scale
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Phase 1
Forecasting, Inventory Management, PO Logging
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We know which data makes a good forecast 
and will work with you to form a data 
strategy; transforming this data seamlessly to 
be AI-ready

We use the best forecasting algorithms and 
often use them in ensemble to combine the 
performance

Internal 30+ member forecasting workgroup 
to co-develop specialized customer solutions

We know your world. Specialist brand and 
retail experts help guide and create a solution 
that suits your current ways of working and 
will evolve as your business grows

Data Sources and 
Transformations

State of the art 
Algorithms

Forecasting Squad Customizability 

We’re really good 
at Demand 
Forecasting

A complete view of constrained and unconstrained demand…  
Everything

 starts w
ith 

a forecast…
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Phase 1: Digitized Open-to-buy tracker

Forecasted sales 
and stock levels 
which automatically 
re-forecast in 
light of new data 

Filter by country 
and supplier 

Monitor actual 
intake vs. 
open-to-buy
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The foundation - monitor the performance of your product range 

Customized 
content - 
product 
information and 
metrics that 
matter to your 
business

Filter your 
product range 

Flag products 
which require 
attention (e.g. 
bestsellers, 
stockouts, 
heavy stock).

Phase 1: Products

Key call outs that you want to 
see on a Monday morning 
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Phase 1

An indicative overview of the Inventory optimization solution 

Peak: Work
Outputs

Optimising for: Return on Ad Spend

Forecast:

Predicts demand 
over the next sales 
period for each wine 
using state of the art 
forecasting models.

Output
Dynamic demand 
forecasts for every 
supplier and  country

Safety Stock:

We include model 
forecast error to 
hedge against 
demand volatility. 
This produces an 
optimal safety stock 
level.

Output
A safety stock % for 
every SKU.

Re-order:

Combines forecast and 
safety stock to 
determine the reorder 
points that best 
achieve the target 
service level.

Output
Optimized re-order 
dates and quantities 
for every SKU.

Peak: Factory
AI Workflow

Automated Workflows

Optimizing for: Increase Availability 
+ Reduce Aged Stock

Peak: Dock
Data Ingest

Guardrails &
Business Logic 

Inventory/ Purchase 
Orders

Dashboard
A dashboard on the Peak 
platform showing the reorder 
points and SKU-level 
demand forecast linecards 
for explainability

Customer Orders/ 
Transactions

Promotional/ 
Markdown Calendar

Product Metadata 
including pricings 

Downloads
Downloadable CSV/Excel 
outputs of suggested POs 
that can be sent directly to 
suppliers
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Phase 1: Re-order Screen

Actualized sales 
and dynamic 
forward forecast 
and stock levels

Three-month 
commitment 
quantities which will 
get reviewed each 
month 

PO quantity 
brought into stock 
forecast
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Phase 1: Re-order Screen PO Log

Log the POs raised 
against this 
product and ingest 
any other data 
about stock 
movements

Export POs to excel 
so you can send 
directly to suppliers
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Decision Intelligence in Phase 1 will drive optimal forecasting 
and inventory for Vivino…

$3.75 - $6.25m+

Capex saving

Expected 12 month ROI: Metrics:

A conservative estimate would be a… 

7.5 - 12.5%
reduction In inventory holding, based on 
success with other customers…

*Vivino’s current inventory = £75m at a 
33% GPM, based on $50m COGS*

Some additional benefits by holding optimal inventory, impacting P&L:

● Reduced missed sales / revenue opportunities - when demand is high for 
products, Peak can ensure those products are always available to buy

● Reducing aged stock / stock that needs to go into markdown - Ensuring 
Vivino aren’t over-indexed on stock, reducing the need for aged stock to go into 
markdown/sales
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Phase 1a
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Phase 1a
An indicative plan for phase 1a

D
at

a 
Fe

ed
s

Demand Forecast Engine

Predicts the volume of sales 
per SKU, per week at a specified 

price

Price Elasticity Forecast

Predicts the changes in demand 
resulting from changes in price

Optimal Price Engine

Combines both models with business 
logic to generate a recommended pricing 

maximizing the objectives Products Pricing View

Interactive tool incorporated into 
inventory dashboard

Markdown Recommendations

Integrate into in-house systems, the 
output of price change recommendations 

by SKU
Current Inventory and 
business requirements 

and guardrails 

Prescribed Objectives
(Sales, Sell-through and 

Margin)

Engine Outputs

Phase 1a

Continuous feedback loop
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Pricing optimisation
What this could look like…

Product SKU Current Promotion Recommended Price Days Cover at 
Recommended Price Optimizing for

123 0% ↑ 5% 20 Sell-Through

456 20% ↓ 8% 14 Margin
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Where have we done this before?
Global Sportswear Retailer - Markdown / Allocation

© 2022 Peak AI Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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Retailer’s Background:

26Confidential

A global sportswear mega-brand. They manufacture sports 
footwear and apparel, and their products are sold through 
major retailers as well as their own direct to consumer website 
and stores. Peak are engaged with their European division.

Retailer's Challenge: Selling 
products in the most profitable way

The retailer wanted to make optimized pricing decisions by 
sales channel at product level – to maximize margin while 
ensuring that the minimum percentage of stock went 
into markdown. 

Making optimized decisions on tens of thousands of 
products, across numerous categories, in 14 markets and 
two sales channels is beyond the ability of humans. 
Therefore, the first challenge was to develop an intelligent 
solution that could recommend optimal prices, 
dynamically. The second, was to build trust in the solution 
with the merchandising and management teams.

Perfect pricing for every single product 
Deconstructing pricing and putting Decision Intelligence at the heart 

© 2022 Peak AI Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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What is Peak doing?
Transforming margin critical pricing decisions

When should the product launch into Off-Price?

Which channel should the product be sold in? 

What price should the product be sold at? 

Where should the product be sold? 

Decision Intelligence now 
drives these decisions

We forecast demand at product level and make pricing recommendations at style, 
color, country and channel level. The recommendations take into account the 
numerous layers of business guardrails that the merchandising team operates 
within.

We use the recommendations to allocate stock to markets and stores. Linking 
demand, pricing and allocation decisions ensures a genuinely end-to-end 
optimal decision is made for every product. 

30%
Increase in sell-through for 
certain products

27Confidential

5%
Uplift in margin

30 days
saved per Merchandiser 
each year
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Decision Intelligence in Phase 1 + 1a will optimise markdowns, 
increasing margin for Vivino:

Revenue numbers based on FY 21 ($265m), with a margin of 33%, and assuming 50% of total revenue 
is from 1st party sales:

FY21                  FY21                   FY21                  

Revenue (1st party) $132,500,000.00 $132,5000,000.00 $132,500,000.00

Less Cost of Sales

Direct COS $88,775,000.00 $88,775,000.00 $88,775,,000.00

Gross Profit $43,725,000.00 $47,70,000.00 $50,350,000.00

Margin 33% 36% 38%

Increase in profit $3,975,000.00 $6,625,000.00

   3-5%
Improvement in Margin

Expected 12 month ROI:
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Additional Customer Case Studies…
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Global Beauty Mega Brand
Demand Forecasting 

© 2022 Peak AI Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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Creating optimal forecasting and stock management decisions in 
the US market with global scale planned. Highly volatile, with 
SKUs reactive to social media influencer activity.

Background

40% MAPE reduction / 500 hrs planning time reduced40%

$3M+

Health & Beauty 
CPG 

Mega-Brand

Success story - Global Health and Beauty CPG Mega-Brand

Cost benefit from reducing over forecasting
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Speedy Hire
Demand Forecasting & Inventory Management

© 2022 Peak AI Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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AI-powered demand forecasting

What product should I hold in 
each depot to meet demand? 

How much safety stock should I hold in 
each depot to maximize the number of 
hires each month?

Decision Intelligence 
now drives these decisions

Peak is helping Speedy by providing highly-accurate recommendations on 
what equipment and assets they should hold based on predicted demand.

We forecast demand for every depot at product level, with AI-powered algorithms 
that factor in product popularity, seasonality, capacity, growth trends and historical 
data. 

£5m
capital savings

4x
increase in ROCE

18%
 reduction in stock levels

97%
adoption level of Peak’s 
AI recommendations

33Confidential© 2022 Peak AI Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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Global Fast Fashion
Buying & Rebuying

© 2022 Peak AI Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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AI-powered buying and rebuying

What to buy, and in what style,
size, color and quantity? 

When to rebuy, and in what quantity?

Decision Intelligence 
now drives these decisions

Peak is helping a leading fast fashion retailer forecast demand. They operate in a volatile 
market, providing thousands of SKUs. The challenge they faced was around inventory 
holding, preventing both over and under indexing, reducing missed sales and preventing 
markdowns/sales. Peak delivers both cold-start and traditional forecasting enabling them to 
buy and rebuy effectively – significantly improving sales and margins..

23%
Increase in margin

23%
Increase in gross sales

15%
Unit sales increase

42%
Reduction in stock-out 
days

35Confidential
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Peak Delivers
How and when we will deliver value
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Aug 22 Sept 22 Oct 22 Nov 22 Dec 22 Jan 23 Feb 23 Mar 23 Apr 23 May 23 June 23 Jul 23

Kick Off Weekly Progress Reports / Monthly Updates / Business Alignment Session

Data Ingest

MVP go live

Continuous Data Ingest, Unification & Exploration

Phase 1 build

MVP go live

Business Exploration

Refine & Improve Feedback Loop

Continued testing

Indicative Delivery Roadmap

Phase 1a build Refine & Improve Feedback Loop

Value testing
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1x Customer 
Success Manager

Your dedicated 
Customer Success 

Manager will be 
responsible for 

ensuring a 
successful delivery 

of Peak’s service

1x Data Scientist 
Team Lead

1x  Data Scientist

The assigned lead and 
their team for each 

solution area will turn 
your data into predictive 

actions

1x AI Consultant

Tom will continue to 
support business 

exploration sessions, 
helping us understand 
processes and data

1x Data Engineer

Peak’s Integration 
team will ensure Peak 
can ingest required 
data and integrate 

with external systems 

Your Peak Delivers squad – let’s do this!

Across this team, you will have expertise that have delivered complex AI solutions for customers across FMCG, 
including Nike, PepsiCo, Molson Coors, KFC and Premier Foods.

1x Commercial 
Manager

Elliot manages the 
commercial 

relationship between 
Vivino and Peak

1x Solution Lead

Emma provides subject 
matter expertise from 

previous work experience 
within sector 

© 2022 Peak AI Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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Commercials 
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Why customers love our commercial model

We don’t charge for consultancy 
fees or set up costs. We provide 
technology, people and expertise 

included in our subscription.

No integration fees for ingest and 
outputs. There’s no hidden fees as 

your technology landscape 
changes. 

Flexibility before any long term 
commitment. We want to offer a 

six-month proof of value phase, with 
the option to break if you aren’t 

seeing value. 

© 2022 Peak AI Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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Cost

Platform Access Platform license £190,000

Phase 1

Forecasting, Inventory 
Management, & PO  

Pricing - Markdown 

£115,000

£85,000

Phase 2 & 3
Initial price  / Dynamic pricing

Core range optimisation

£80k - £150k

£50k - £100k

Total Investment                                            Phase 1            £390,000 per annum

Required investment 2 year agreement

● 24-month partnership, annual 
payments

● Option to break at six months, 
from completion of data ingest

● All integrations, ingest & output
● All the data science, project 

management and change 
expertise needed to build & 
embed solution
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06. Our next steps...
How to start your journey with 
Peak and Decision Intelligence

Next Steps Date

Proposal Submitted Proposal submitted formally for review
15/07/22

Confirm Intent to 
proceed

This enables us to dedicate the required resource to get started 
ASAP 30/07/22

Sign order for & 
confirm kick off date

Formally agree the partnership 

31/07/22

Formal Kick 
Off and Business 
Immersion

This is the start of the engagement between Peak and Vivino. All 
key stakeholders should be present to ensure alignment. Where 
possible, kick-off sessions are in person, and can be either in 
Peak’s Manchester HQ or Vivino’s preferred location. Typically, 
kick-off sessions are a half day.

15/08/22
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Do great things and build 
an amazing company

43Confidential
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Appendix
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Decision Intelligence 

Represents a paradigm shift for enterprises,  
enabling data-driven automated decisions, 

creating a distinct competitive advantage 

© 2021 Peak AI Ltd. All Rights Reserved© 2022 Peak AI Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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Peak Deployed

The Peak x Vivino journey

Maturity 
/ Value 
from AI

Delivery Timeframe

Maturity 
/ Value 
from AI

Phase 1  
Forecasting & Inventory 

Management 
PO Logging
Markdown

Phase 2
Initial Price

Dynamic pricing

Phase 3
Core range development

Q1/Q2 2023 Q3/Q4 2023Q4 2022
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We make this as easy as possible

Our proposition is designed to provide what you need to succeed

A platform built to deliver value 
today, and reduce technical 

debt in the future

A world class team of problem 
solvers, including 85+ data 

scientists

A centralized
platform

The Peak Team A proven methodology 
for success

‘Peak Delivers’ - a 
people-focused process that 
embraces the challenges of 

change
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400+
team members

8
offices globally

Our mission is to change 
the way the world works.

We want every company to use Decision Intelligence to drive 
their commercial decisions across the entire business.

We also understand there’s no ‘one size fits all’ approach 
when it comes to adopting AI. This is a journey that takes 
time, and we know that companies are at different stages of 
adopting AI – that’s why we take a flexible approach to our 
work with customers, always remaining people first.

Everything we do starts with your business and the 
outcomes you want to drive. Our relentlessly commercial 
focus is what stands us apart.

We believe in winning together. 

Adoption of AI 
recommendations

96%+

100M+
Decisions 
powered daily 🔥 

72
Net Promoter Score 🔥 

Customer 
Satisfaction 👌

92%
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Breaking down by stakeholder involvement

Phase Stage 
Length

Objective Activities Who?

Kick Off 1 week To run a Kick-Off session that sets 
the project up for success and 
agree how we will work together

Provide input on what you would like to get out of the Kick-Off meeting (we will send you a 
link to this in our Welcome Email)

All Stakeholders

Attend Kick-Off meeting and come prepared to outline key objectives of the project from 
your view and agree on working patterns moving forwards

Project Team

Data Ingest 6 - 8 weeks To understand your data and 
where it sits then work out the best 
way of moving this into the Peak 
platform. We will need the support 
of your Data / IT teams to do this

Attend Data Workshop (so our team can understand your data) and Engineering 
Workshop (so that we can figure out the best way of getting data into the platform)

Data / IT teams

Complete an upload of sample historical data Data / IT teams

Support setup of live feed of data from customer system to the platform Data / IT teams

Business 
Exploration

4 weeks Peak can handle the data 
exploration but will require 
assistance from personnel who 
understand the meaning of the 
data/business rules

Attend up to 3x Business Exploration workshops so we can understand your business 
processes and operations linked to the outputs we will be providing.

Project Team / 
Subject Matter 
Experts

Attend a Value & KPI workshop so that we can understand the baseline value metrics and 
KPIs that we will be looking to improve upon during value testing

Project Team / 
Subject Matter 
Experts
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Phase Stage 
Length

Objective Activities Who? How long?

Data 
Exploration 
& Model 
Build

6 - 8 
weeks

To ensure we understand 
your data and are able to 
cleanse it in order to begin 
model build.

Get feedback on initial model 
builds that help us refine 
outputs.

Attend a Data Audit meeting (if required) to answer questions on the 
detail of the data we are receiving via a live feed

Project / Data Team 1.5 hours

Provide feedback on MVP model outputs so that we can refine the 
model

Project Team / Subject 
Matter Experts

1 hour per week

Value 
Testing

TBC - 
dependent 
on solution

To confirm that the model is 
delivering the value outlined 
and criteria of the Testing 
Plan are met.

Attend up to 3x User Story Mapping workshops so that we can 
understand how end-users derive value from and use outputs (this will 
also help inform how we train end-users)

Project Team / Subject 
Matter Experts

3 hours

Ensure resource available to support output / value testing as per 
agreed testing plan

Project Team / Subject 
Matter Experts

Continuous - tbc

Output 
Integration

4 weeks 
(min)

If outputs are being exported 
to a customer system we will 
need to understand how to 
build this integration

Attend Output Integration Workshop so that we can define the best 
way of delivering outputs to your preferred system

Data / IT teams 2 hours

Name dedicated individuals to support the setup of integration into 
preferred system

Data / IT teams Continuous

Training 2 weeks To make sure all end-users 
are trained to use the 
outputs

End users to attend Training Sessions End-Users 4 hours

Breaking down by stakeholder involvement


